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ABSTRACT 
The process of determining which projects to implement under a given budget, and which to defer 
until later, is central to the planning and management of highway systems. With a limited budget for 
construction, maintenance, and safety improvements, investments which will produce the optimal benefits 
must be chosen. This is often impossible to accomplish without the aid of a computer because of the 
complexity of the problem. Dynamic programming has been tested and verified as an efficient method 
for selecting priority projects to derive maximum benefits. The applicability of dynamic programming 
to the safety improvement program is demonstrated in this study. 
There are several approaches to priority programming as it is related to the capital allocation problem. 
Benefit-cost, present worth, and rate-of-return calculations have traditionally been used as an integral 
pari of the transportation planning process. Construction and maintenance programs continually face 
the task of having to assign priorities when insufficient funds are available to complete all projects. 
Safety improvement programs, which were initially funded through the Highway Safety Act of 1966 
and expanded through the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, have become so large that they are 
unmanageable without a clear and concise means of priority allocation. 
A dynamic programming procedure was developed in this study which selects the optimal combination 
of safety improvement projects for a given budget. The type of dynamic programming being considered 
here is multistage. Multistage is defmed as cost optimization of several projects, each with one or more 
alternatives. All safety improvement costs are dealt with in terms of present worth with consideration 
given to construction or installation cost, yearly maintenance cost, present interest rate, and the expected 
life of the improvement. The option of staging installation of safety improvements over a number of 
years was excluded from this analysis. All possible combinations of improvements were input as alternatives 
for each of the 61 projects involved in this study. The input consisted of the designated budget 
for the safety improvement program, the improvement cost, and the benefits derived from each 
improvement. The accuracy and reliability of dynamic programming is dependent upon the accuracy 
of benefits and costs used as input. 
In a comparison with benefit-cost analyses, it was shown that dynamic programming can yield a 
higher return for a given budget. An optimal allocation of funds will always be obtained if the individual 
project costs are multiples of the increment used in dynamic programming. 
Applicability of dynamic programming to budget allocation in transportation planning is practically 
unlimited. In addition to the various highway programs, dynamic programming ca~ be used to optimize 
investments for entire transportation departments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The process of determining which projects to implement under a given budget, and which to defer 
until later, is central to the planning and management of the highway system. With a limited budget 
for construction, maintenance, and safety improvements, investments which will produce the optimal 
benefits must be chosen. This is often impossible to accomplish without the aid of a computer because 
of the complexity. of the problem. Dynamic programming has been tested and verified by others as 
an efficient method for selecting priority projects to derive maximum benefits. 
Dynamic programming is an optimization technique which transforms a multistage decision problem 
into a series of one·stage decision problems. The decision at each stage depends on the input to that 
stage, the feasible set of decisions at that stage, and the conditional set of decisions from the preceding 
stages. 
There are three main reasons why dynamic programming is needed for transportation planning. First, 
dynamic programming is designed to provide the best plan over a period of time inasmuch as the scheduling 
of a project is a critical variable. Secondly, dynamic programming makes it possible to obtain the best 
combination of projects where some approaches are inaccurate and trial and error methods can become 
an impossible task. Thirdly, dynamic programming can determine the optimal investment plan when the 
usual benefit·cost, present worth, or maximum rate of return approaches are not practical. When the 
amount of money required for a single project is a large portion of the budget, the best set of projects 
does not necessarily consist of those which would be chosen by the conventional means of priority 
selection. Benefit·cost and rate of return methods may not provide the best overall use of resources 
because an efficient implementation of results may not be possible. In addition, the benefit·cost method 
of selecting optimal alternatives does not always produce the best results because it focuses narrowly 
on immediate benefits and often precludes some future combinations of alternatives which are more 
desirable. 
Many programs do not require detailed knowledge of the mechanics of dynamic programming. The 
input consists only of the costs and benefits anticipated for any project along with the time required 
for completion. Dynamic programming, by taking all possible combinations into account, avoids the 
possibility of missing an optimal plan which will guarantee the best economic investment. 
There are several approaches to priority programming as it is related to the capital allocation problem. 
Benefit-cost, present worth, and rate of return calculations have traditionally been used as an integral 
part of the transportation planning process. Performance budgeting has been proposed as a means of 
highway maintenance management (1 ). Construction and maintenance programs continually face the task 
of having to assign priorities when insufficient funds are available to complete all projects. Safety 
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improvement programs, which were initially funded through the Highway Safety Act of 1966 and 
expanded through the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, have become so large that they are unmanageable 
without a clear and concise means of priority allocation. Possibly the most comprehensive and accurate 
method of cost allocation for a constrained budget is dynamic programming. The term was coined by 
Bellman (2) in an attempt to simplify the phrase definition previously used - mathematical theory of 
multistage decision processes. He has summarized dynamic programming applicability into three types 
of projects: single-stage, multistage, and multistage incorporating a time factor. 
Single-stage dynamic programming is the evaluation of a single project with several alternatives as 
compared to multistage where several projects with several alternatives are evaluated. Multistage with 
a time factor involves the allocation of funds by dynamic programming where several projects with several 
alternatives are subject to implemention over a period of time. 
Johnson, Dare, and Skinner ( 3) presented dynamic programming as a means of selecting highway 
improvement projects to eliminate hazardous locations and therefore maximize the annual cost reduction 
benefit. They suggested an optimal solution is assured when several projects are being considered and 
construction funds are limited. Neufville and Mori (4) have dealt with a simplified procedure for 
determining the optimal construction schedule for additions over time to a highway or similar 
transportation network. Only costs and benefits for each project are required as input to determine 
the optimum schedule. Funk and Tillman (5) used the systems approach to emphasize that the cost 
and benefits occurring to all parts of the system must be evaluated to establish the effect upon a specific 
route under consideration. Dynamic programming was used to analyze the entire system such that optimal 
stages of construction were implemented. 
Jorgensen (6) has done extensive work in the identification of high-accident locations and the 
development of methods for selecting improvements from among various projects. Benefit-cost, present 
wortb, or rate of return calculations were recommended by Jorgensen as methods for determining which 
project yields the maximum difference between the annual investment cost and the annual expected 
safety benefit. Determining priorities with these methods is restrictive because they will not assure the 
optimal combination of projects when operating with a limited budget. Lorrie and Savage (7) have shown 
that, under a constrained budget, the selection of a large initial cost project with a high ratio of present 
wortb to cost may preclude the selection of several smaller projects which together yield a greater present 
worth. Another disadvantage is the inability of previously used methods to evaluate the relative merit 
of competing alternatives at varying investment levels. 
Previous studies have dealth with. Kentucky highway budgeting (8, 9). Agent (10) evaluated the 
high-accident location spot-improvement program in Kentucky and it was determined that the small 
" 
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investment in the program had returned significant dividends. It was felt that further study was warranted 
and Zegeer ( 11) recently completed an investigation of the various methods for selecting high-accident 
locations. Favorable results from the studies by Agent and Zegeer, combined with an expansion of the 
spot-improvement program as a result of appropriations through the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, 
have stimulated for the development of an optimal method for allocating funds within the safety 
improvement program. Dynamic programming, as an optimal investment plan with a constrained budget, 
is presented here in a rather simplified but effective form for the particular problem. 
The State of Alabama Highway Department has done considerable work in the application of dynamic 
programming to the optimization of budget allocation for the spot safety improvement program (12 ). 
Significant modifications have been incorporated into the Alabama program to evaluate the data which 
were available for the spot-improvement program in Kentucky. The authors wish to acknowledge the 
cooperation of the Alabama Highway Department in providing information used to determine the 
applicability of dynamic programming to the spot safety improvement program. 
PROCEDURE 
In this study, multistage dynamic programming is evaluated as a means of assigning priorities and 
allocating expenditures for the spot safety improvement program in Kentucky. Multistage is defined as 
a process involving several projects, each with one or more alternatives. 
All safety improvement costs are dealt with ~: terms of present worth with consideration given 
to construction costs, maintenance cost, and the expected life of the improvement. The option of staging 
installation of safety improvements over a number of years was excluded from this analysis. All possible 
combinations of alternatives were considered for each of the sixty-one projects involved in the analysis. 
As an example, a safety improvement project necessitated because of a large number of accidents on 
a curve may be accomplished by several alternative actions. These may involve realignment, resurfacing, 
signing, delineation, or any combination of these or other alternatives. 
The problem of optimum utilization of improvement funds can be divided into two distinct steps. 
First, the benefits associated with each proposed improvement must be detennined. Second, given the 
costs and benefits for a set of improvements and given a specific budget, the optimum combination 
of improvements to be implemented must be chosen. The computer program presented in APPENDIX 
A was used to calculate the costs and benefits in the subroutine COSBEN. These results are printed 
out and passed into the subroutine DYNAM along with the budget and output information. DYNAM 
then determines and prints out the optimum combination of improvements for the desired budgets. If 
no alternative emerges at a particular location, alternative "0" is printed. A range of budgets including 
:I 
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the maximum budget available are considered. In this manner, an optimum budget may be determined. 
A Jist of variables and flow chart for the computer program are presented in APPENDIX B and APPENDIX 
C, respectively. Coding instructions are presented in APPENDIX D, and APPENDIX E contains sample 
program input and output. 
Calculation of Costs and Benefits Using the Present Worth Method 
The following equations were used to calculate costs and benefits (13 ): 
where 
where 
where 
c = S + A[(! · i)L · 1]/i(J . i)L 
c = present worth cost of improvement, 
s = construction cost, 
A = yearly maintenance cost, 
= present interest rate = 10 percent, and 
L = life of improvement. 
B = [[[[(I t t)(L t l)/(1 t i)] • 1]/[[(1 + t)/(1 + i)] ·I]] ·I]P 
B = present worth benefit, 
t = exponential growth rate factor for traffic volume = 4 percent, and 
= 
p = 
T = 
J = 
am = 
N = mn 
'Yn = 
J 3 
( I: I: amNmn 'Yn)/T 
m=l n=l 
benefit per year associated with the improvement, 
time (years) of accident history, 
number of accident causes associated with the location, 
percent reduction of m-th cause affected by the improvement, 
number of accidents associated with m-th cause, and 
average cost of an accident: 
n = I fatality, 
n = 2 nonfatal injury, and 
n = 3 property damage only, 
2 
3 
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Dynamic Programming Algorithum 
STEP I Divide budget into N equal intervals. 
STEP 2 (STAGE 1) Determine the best alternative at Location I to maximize the return using j 
increments, j = 1, 2, ... , N; i.e., 
= 4 
where 01 0) = total optimum return after STAGE I for an investment ofj increments, 
R1 OJ = return from Location I for an investment of j increments, and 
D10) = chosen alternative Location I for an investment of j increments. 
STEP 3 (STAGE 2 through STAGE M) Repeat STEP 2 for each STAGE. 
where 
= Max [(~ (k) + oi-l G • k)], 5 
j = I, 2, ... , N and 
k = 1, 2, ... , j 
M = number of locations considered, 
OiG) = total optimum return after STAGE for an investment of j 
increments, 
~ (k) = return from Location i for an investment of k increments (k .,.; 
j), 
= total optimum return after STAGE (i · 1) for an investment of 
(j · k) increments, and 
Di OJ = chosen alternative at Location i for an investment of j increments. 
STEP 4 The optimum alternative at each location can now be obtained by determining the best 
alternative for Location M at STAGE M with N increments. The remaining increments can 
now be used at STAGE (M · 1 ), etc. Therefore, 
AM = ~(N), leaving NM increments, 
AM _ 1 = ~ .J(NM), leaving NM _ 1 increments, 
AM _ 2 = DM _ 2(NM _ 1 ), leaving NM _ 2 increments, etc. 
= 
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where A; = alternative chosen at the i-th location. 
Development of Benefit and Cost Y alues 
Some of the major inputs into the dynamic programming model are the benefits assigned to each 
improvement at a location. For example, upgrading a traffic signal at an intersection will affect accident 
patterns differently than will installing channelization. To quantify the effect of various improvements 
on accidents, 447 improvement projects in Kentucky since 1968 were studied to determine the accident 
reduction (or increase) associated with each at various location types. 
Y arious improvements on curves, intersections, and other (general) locations are given in Table 
along with corresponding number of projects included, total accident reduction, service life of 
improvement, and annual maintenance cost. Using the total accident reduction value (in percent reduction) 
at each location under consideration, an approximate benefit was calculated. Accidents unrelated to the 
location such as brake failures, drunk driving, or tire blowouts were disregarded in the calculation of 
expected benefits after improvement. Associated with the high accident locations were 447 improvement 
projects. Many of the improvement projects included a combination of the various improvements listed 
in Table I. Therefore, an alternative which was input for the dynamic programming model may be a 
combination of several types of improvements with respective adjustments in the percentage accident 
reduction. In order to make the data manageable for this evaluation, 61 improvement projects were 
selected as input. 
The subroutine COSBEN was used to compute monetary benefits from expected accident reductions. 
Accident costs used were recent National Safety Council values (14): 
Fatality = $45,000, 
Injury 
Property Damage Only (PDO) 
= 
= 
2,700, and 
400. 
The accident occurrence at each location is multiplied by the expected percent reduction for the 
improvement alternative. The cost of accidents are then multiplied by the expected accident reduction 
to give annual benefits. These annual benefits are then multiplied by an exponential growth, present-worth 
factor (Equation 2) to obtain the benefits for the entire service life of the improvement. 
The costs used in the calculations are the sum of the improvement cost for each project and the 
maintenance cost. A present-worth factor (Equation 1) was used to adjust the maintenance cost from 
a future date to the present. 
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It should be understood that the process of accurately estimatiog benefits and costs can be very 
difficult. Even with a large sample of before·and·after data for locations improved by various alternatives, 
accident reduction estimates may be inaccurate. This is partially attributable to the varying characteristics 
of specific highway locations. Spuriousness io accident occurrence makes it impossible to accurately predict 
future accidents. Predictions of expected accidents after a particular improvement should be based on 
large samples combined with careful engineering judgement. Dynamic programming can give near·perfect 
results if all input is exactly correct. However, if benefit and cost input is carelessly or incorrectly 
estimated, results of dynamic programming will be equally in error. 
RESULTS 
A group of 61 "high·accident" locations previously improved under the Kentucky spot·improvement 
program were selected as test data for the dynamic programming model. Accident reports at each location 
were reviewed, and improvement alternatives were actual improvements made at the locations. Input 
iota the computer program for each alternative at each location consisted of accident data, expected 
accident reduction, project costs, service life of improvement, maintenance costs, and interest rate. 
The dynamic programming model computed benefits for each alternative. Then, as the available 
budget was varied from $10,000 to $80,000, an optimal scheme of alternatives was generated for each 
budget. For an available budget of $50,000, the computer processing time was 38 seconds at a cost 
of $5.86 using an IBM 360 computer. The computer storage required for the 61 improvement projects 
and increments of $250.00 was 268 K. 
A similar calculation of return and benefit·cost ratio was made using a benefit·cost analysis. There 
was very little difference io the benefit·cost analysis and the dynamic programming analysis for the test 
locations. This is shown in Figure I where expected return versus available budget is plotted for both 
dynamic programming and benefit.cost analyses. Details of the data used to plot Figure I are presented 
io Table 2. The iosignificant difference between benefit·cost analysis and dynamic programming can be 
attributed to the fact that the priority allocation of funds by benefit·cost is a very efficient method 
in many cases. However, there is no assurance that benefit·cost will always assign priorities which will 
yield the greatest return for a specified budget. Fallowing is a comparison of dynamic programming 
and benefit·cost which exhibits a weakness of benefit·cost for certain situations. 
Comparison of Dynamic Programming and Benefit-Cost Ratio 
Theoretically, dynamic programming computer techniques will produce a scheme for allocating funds 
under a fixed budget such that the . optimal return is obtained. After testing the computer model, it 
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was found that this is true as long as each project cost is an exact multiple of the budget increment. 
For example, if computer storage constraints permit an increment of $250 with a budget of $100,000, 
then the cost of each improvement should be a multiple of $250 in order to obtain an optimal 
improvement scheme. An increment was defined as some fraction of the budget used in the computer 
analysis for weighing benefits against costs. In general, the smaller the increment, the better the solution 
obtained. The number of increments into which the maximum budget may be divided, however, is largely 
governed by the computer storage capacity as well as computer time required. Practically, then, the 
increment cannot be made as small as desired. 
A simplified example (Table 3) was developed to demonstrate how the monetary return using dynamic 
programming techniques will exceed the return from a benefit-cost analysis if project costs are multiples 
of the increment. As shown in Figure 2, the dynamic programming return is the best at nearly every 
budget level from $5000 to $34,000. Although the two are fairly close at some points, the return from 
the benefit-cost curve is inferior to the dynamic programming curve by about $50,000 at a budget of 
$20,000 and by $40,000 at a budget of $30,000. The two curves are equal at budgets of $25,000 
and $34,000. In this example, the $34,000-budget was divided into 34 increments of $1,000 each. Each 
project cost is a multiple of $1,000. 
A more detailed explanation of the logic employed in the comparative example of benefit-cost versus 
dynamic programming may be enlightning at this point. With reference to Table 3 and Figure 2, it 
can be illustrated that an available budget of $15,000 will produce a greater return by using dynamic 
programming as compared to benefit-cost. The benefit-cost procedure permitted a sequential selection 
of projects in the order of decreasing benefit-cost ratios and a corresponding accumulative costs and 
benefits total. Those projects whose costs would make the total exceed $15,000 were omitted and the 
procedure would continue until the available budget was reached or the projects were exhausted. From 
Table 3, it can be seen that this logic would enable the selection of Location Numbers I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
7, 9, and 10 with an available budget of $15,000. Therefore, using benefit-cost analysis and a $15,000 
budget, the improvement costs would be $15,000 and the return would be $137,000 in benefits. 
The dynamic programming procedure is not constrained by the benefit-cost ratios and may search 
throughout the Jist of projects for those projects which would provide the greatest return for an available 
budget. In this particular case with the $15,000 budget, dynamic programming would select .Location 
Numbers I, 2, 4, and 6. These selections would provide a return of $145,000 for improvement costs 
of $15,000. 
From Figure 2, it is obvious that there is a great difference between the respective returns at an 
available budget of $20,000. This is because for the benefit-cost procedure there were not any additional 
'' 
,, 
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projects added to the preceding $15,000 budget because the only remaining projects had costs of $9,000 
and $10,000. An addition of either would have exceeded the available budget of $20,000. In contrast, 
dynamic programming was able to use all of the available budget because it was not constrained by 
limits similar to benefit-cost analysis. The respective benefits at an available budget of $20,000 were 
$137,000 using benefit-cost and $190,000 with dynamic programming. 
Benefits from benefit-cost techniques may sometimes equal benefits from dynamic programming. 
In addition, when it is impossible to arrange the project costs such that they are an exact multiple 
of the budget increment, then the benefits from benefit-cost may exceed those from dynamic programming 
due to rounding errors. However, dynamic programming will always produce the optimal scheme if project 
costs are expressed as multiples of the increment. For these reasons, it is suggested that both benefit-cost 
and dynamic programming be tested when it is not feasible to express project costs as multiples of 
the budget increment. 
Use of Dynamic Programming 
Application of dynamic programming techniques to the highway safety improvement program in 
Kentucky involves several steps. First, a list of potentially hazardous locations, based on accident data, 
must be identified. A recommended location-identification procedure for Kentucky identifies hazardous 
0.3-mile (0.48-km) spots and 3-mile (4.8-km) sections based on fatal accidents, total number of accidents, 
accident severity rating (the "equivalent-property-damage-only" number), and accident rate (applying 
quality control techniques). Locations should be identified based on duall-year and 2-year time intervals. 
Also, locations identified by citizens, engineering personnel, and state police should be considered. All 
locations identified as possibly hazardous should then be reviewed. Locations considered worthy of a 
field inspection should be investigated for possible corrective measures. 
The proposed program requires that all warranted minor improvements such as signs, paint striping, 
flashing beacons, and delineators be implemented without dynamic programming considerations. Major 
improvements such as resurfacing, bridge widening, realignment, and intersection channelization should 
be selected by dynamic programming techniques. 
Project costs, expected benefits, maintenance costs, and expected service life of the improvement 
should be determined for each alternative at every location to be considered under dynamic programming. 
After the warranted minor improvements are considered, the remaining money should be budgeted for 
use in other projects where the dynamic programming may apply. An optimal set of improvement 
alternatives would then be generated. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this study was to develop or adopt appropriate dynamic programming methods 
that would assist in establishing optimal budgeting procedures for various highway programs. Dynamic 
programming is a multistage operation which involves the evaluation of several projects with several 
alternatives. The option of staging safety improvements over a number of years was excluded from this 
analysis. A dynamic programming procedure was developed to select the optimal combination of safety 
improvement projects for a given budget. The following major fmdings may be cited: 
I. Use of dynamic programming is relatively simple. Input consists of the budget, costs, and benefits. 
Estimating the benefits derived from a particular improvement presents the most difficulty. 
2. Table I, which lists accident reduction by type of improvement for past safety improvements, was 
developed from past accident experience for use in estimating savings. 
3. The accuracy and reliability of dynamic programming is dependent upon the accuracy of benefits 
and costs used as input. 
4. A prerequisite in the use of dynamic programming for the safety improvement program is an efficient 
method of systematically identifying locations based on accident data. In-depth field investigations 
are also needed so that only necessary improvements are recommended as input for the dynamic 
programming model. 
S. All possible combinations of improvements were included as alternatives in the model for each of 
the 61 projects. 
6. Safety improvement costs were dealt With m··ierms of present worth with consideration given to 
construction or installation cost, yearly maintenance cost, present interest rate, and expected life 
of improvement. 
7. It was shown that improvements selected by dynamic programming can yield a higher return for 
a given budget than those chosen entirely on the basis of benefit-cost ratios (Figure 3). 
8. If individual project costs are multiples of the increment used in the dynamic programming, the 
optimum allocation of funds will always be obtained. In general, the smaller the increment, the 
better the solution obtained. However, the attractiveness of a smaller increment is restricted by 
available computer storage. 
9. It is recommended that both benefit-cost and dynamic programming be tested wlien it is not possible 
to express project costs as multiples of the budget increment. 
I 0. Applicability of dynamic programming to budget allocation in transportation planning is practically 
unlimited. In addition to the highway safety improvement program, dynamic programming can be 
used to optimize investments in maintenance and construction programs and eventually the entire 
transportation department. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENT 
COSTS AND BENEFITS 
NUMBER TOTAL ANNUAL 
TYPE OF OF ACCIDENT SERVICE MAINTENANCE 
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS REDUCTION UFE COST 
(PERCENT) (YEARS) ($) 
Signs and Markings 9 36 3 25 
Warning Signs 23 35 5 25 
Regulatory Signs 16 22 5 25 
Guidance Signs 10 14 5 25 
Sign Combinations 16 20 5 25 
Markings 8 16 2 0 
Sight Distance Imp. 9 28 2 50 
Post Delineators 3 25 5 20 
Comb. Delineators, Markings, 11 22 5 25 ... Stgns, Maintenance ~ 
~ Shoulder Improvements 7 23 10 100 t3 Comb. Resurface, Patchlpg, 22 16 10 100 
Drainage, Deslick, Culvert 
Rumble Strips 8 29 5 0 
Remove Median Crossovers 2 29 20 0 
Lighting I ·58 10 500 
Lighting & Rumble Strips I 17 7 300 
Rumble Strips & Beacon 2 32 7 so 
Side Road Sign Only 31 19 5 25 
Prepare for Sudden Stop Sign Only 19 25 5 25 
Side Road Sign & Warning Sign 15 27 5 25 
Signing 34 30 5 25 
Post Delineators 4 32 5 25 
Signs & Delineators 16 28 5 25 
~ 
Signs & Maintenance 6 47 3 25 
Comb. Delineators, Markings, 16 24 5 25 = u Signs, Maintenance 
Resurfacing, Patch, Dr~age, 22 33 10 100 
Deslick, Super, Culvert, Guardrail 
Re·alignment (Relocate) 3 32 20 100 
Signs & Markings 21 24 3 25 
Warning Signs 11 27 5 25 
Regulatory Signs 5 48 5 25 
Regulatory & Warning Sign.s 20 16 5 25 
~ 
§ Markings 17 16 2 0 
:e Marking, Maintenance, & Signing 9 35 5 25 
II! Channelization · Storage Lane 13 15 10 100 ~ 
1S Channelization & Signs 2 37 7 75 - Install Beacons 13 2 10 100 
Upgrade Beacons 10 5 10 100 
Install Signals 10 23 10 300 
Upgrade Signals 2 18 10 250 
Total Improvements 447 24 
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TABLE 3 
INPUT DATA FOR DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS COMPARISON 
(EXAMPLE PROBLEM) 
LOCATION ALTERNATE BENEFIT -COST 
NUMBER NUMBER COSTS BENEFITS RATIO 
I I $1000 $20000 20 
2 I 1000 15000 IS 
3 I 1000 12000 12 
4 I 3000 30000 10 
5 I 5000 45000 9 
6 I 10000 80000 8 
7 I 1000 7000 7 
8 I 9000 54000 6 
9 I 2000 6000 3 
10 I 1000 2000 2 
$34000 $271000 
-Ul 
It: 
C( 
..J 
..J 
0 
0 
IL 
0 
Ul 
0 
z 
"' Ul 
"' !f .... 
z 
It: 
"' .... IIJ 
It: 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM SOURCE DECK 
I. 
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PROGRAM MAIN 
C DATE: AIIGUST 5,1974 MA!NOO!O 
C PROGRAMMeR: THIS PROGRAM WAS WR!TT"N RY JESSE MAYFS, O!V!S!ON OF MA!N0020 
C RESEARCH, DEPT. OF TRANS.,COMMONWEALTH OF KY.,533 S. LIMESTONE ST., MA!N0030 
C LEXINGTON, KY. PARTS OF THF PROGRAM,!NCLlJO!NG THE OYNAM!C MAIN0040 
C PROGRAMMING ALGORITHIJM, HAVF AEEN ADAPTED FROM A PROGRAM WRITTFN AY MA!N0050 
C THE STATF OF ALABAMA HIGHWAY DEPT,, BUNEAU OF MAINT,, 1973, SEE MA!NOOAO 
C REPORT "CORRECT: COSTIAFNFFIT nPTIMIZATION FOR THE RFiliiCTIDN OF ROADMAJNOO?n 
C ENVIRONMENT CAUSED TRIGEDIFS". MA!NOORO 
C PIIRPOSF: THIS PROGRAM CALCllLATFS COSTS AND RFNEFITS FOR EACH MA!NOngo 
f. ALTERNATIVE AT EACH LOCATION THEN OFTFRM!NES THF OPTIMAL SOLI!TION MAJN0100 
C SET OF ALTERNATIVES TO RF IMPLEMENTED FOR A GIVEN RANGE OF HlJDGETS. MA!N01!0 
C INPUT AND OUTPlJT: SEF DIVISION OF RESEARCH NEPORT: "OPTIMAL HIGHWAYMI!N0120 
C SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS BY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING''• MA!NOI30 
DIMENSION ORET!64,401),N00(64,401) 
DIMENSION TITL!20),XLOC!64,5),NOE!64),C(64,11lfRI64,11l,LOC(64) 
NINP = 401 
C NINP = NlJMRER OF INCREMENTS---MAXIMUM AlJDGET EOlJALS NJNP*XINC 
NLOC = 64 
C NLOC = MAXIMUM NlJMRER OF LOOTIONS 
INN = 5 
IOlJTPR = 6 
C INN, IOllTPR = LOCAL INPUT AND OUTPIIT DEVICE NIJMBERS 
REAO!!NN,1000) TJTL 
1000 FORMAT!20A4) 
WRJTF! IOUTPR,!010) TJTL 
1010 FORMAT (20X,20A4/////) 
REAO!INN,1020) NSTG,XJNC,K1,K2 
1020 FORMAT!·Tloi4,T5,F6.0,T!I ,2!4) 
CALL COSAEN I C, R, XLOC, LOC, NOE ,NS TG,NLOC, X INC, INN, IOIITPR, K I K) 
IF!KIK,EO,!) GO TO 10 
CALL OYNAM!C,B,LOC,XLDC,NDE,NSTG,XINC,Kl,KZ,N!NP,NLOC, 
+ ORFT,NOO,JntiTPRl 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL FXIT 
ENO 
MA }1\10140 
MAIN0 !50 
MAIMOlhO 
MA!N0170 
MAJN01AO 
MAIN0190 
MAINO?. On 
MAJNO?!O 
MA! N0220 
MAJN0230 
MA!N0240 
MAJN0?50 
MA!N02AO 
MA!N0270 
M,AJN02RO 
M~JN0290 
MA!N0300 
MAJN0310 
MAJN0320 
MAIN0330 
MAIN0340 
MAJN0350 
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SUBROUTINE COSBEN 
SIIRROIITI NE CnSREN I P·WC, PWA oX LOt, LDC, NOE, NS TG,NLOC, X INC ,INN, IOIITPR 0 CnSAOOI 0 
+ KIKJ COSAOO?O 
C THIS SIIBROUTINE CALCIILATFS PRFSENT WORTH COSTS AND AENEFITS COSA0030 
C ASSOCIATFD WITH EACH ALTFRNATIVE AT EACH LOCATION COSA0040 
DIMENSION XLOCINLOCo5loSEV(4,RJ,CSFF110,11l,AIA), COSAOOoO 
+ NOEINLOC),PWCINLOC,11J,PWR(NLOC,11loLOCINLnCJ COSROOAO 
READIINN,1000) CFAT 0 CINJ 0 CPOO,RATEIN,RATfGR COSA0070 
1000 FORMAT (AF10,0l COSA0080 
WR I.TF II DtJTPR, 1010 J CFA T ,C INJ ,CPDO, RATE I NoRA TFGR CDSA0090 
1010 FORMilT( 1 MEG tJTillTY FATALITY: 1 ,F7.0,• IM.JtJRY= 1 ,F0.0, 1 PRP OM=' COSAOlOO 
+,F5,0/ 0 INTEREST RATE= •,F5,3/ 0 EXPONENTIAL GROWTH RATF = 0 0 F5,3/COSAD110 
+////1 COSR0\20 
C THE AAOVE READS AND PRINTS THE BASIC PARAMETFRS CONSTANT FOR THF CDSAOl~O 
C ENTIRE PROGRAM COSA0\40 
'IIIMAER = 1 COSROloO 
KIK = 0 COSADIAO 
C AELDW IS THE INPUT WHICH IS EXFCIITED FOP EACH ACCIDENT LOCATION, COSR0170 
10 REAOIINN,!O;>OJ N01 0 IXLOCINIIMBER,Iloi=l 0 5loTIME.NMO,NYR,••CAU COSROIAO 
1020 FORMAT( I4,5A4 0 47X, F4,Dol2ol2olll COSA019D 
LOCI NtiMBER I = NOI COSR0200 
IFIN01120,1AO,ZO COSK0210 
20 CONTINUE COSA0220 
WRITFIIOUTPR,10301 COSA0;>30 
1030 FORMATilHll COSA0240 
WRITFIIOUTPR,1040) COSA0250 
1040 FORMAT(' REF NO' I COSR02AO 
IFINCAIJ,EQ,1J GO TO 30 COSA0270 
WRITEIIOUTPR 0 1050l N01 0 IXLftCINtJMRFR 0 !),1•1,5l,TIME,NMO,NYR 0 NCAU COSRO?RO 
1050 FORMATI3X,I4 0 AX,5A4,//9X 0 °ACCIOENT HISTORY 0 ,F4,2, COSA0;>90 
+ 1 YEARS. MONTH 1 ,I?., 1 ,YFAR •,12, 1 , 1 1 11, 1 CAliSE. 1 ) COSF\0300 
GO TO 40 COSA0310 
30 WRITFIIOUTPR,l0601 ~'01 0 1XLOCINIIMRER,Jl 0 I=lo5),TIME,NMO,~IYR,NCAU COSR0320 
1060 FORMATI3X,I4,AX,5A4,//9X,'ACCIOENT HISTORY •,F4,2 0 COSA0330 
+ 1 YF.ARS. MONTH •,I2,•,YEAR 1 ,12,•, 1 ,11, 1 CAtlSE. 'I COSA0340 
40 CONTINUE COSR0350 
C SECOND CARD INPUT FOR FACH CRITICAL LOCATION ISEVFRITIESJ, COSR03AO 
READ II NN 0 10701 N02, II SEV I I ,J I 0 J= 1 0 41 0 I =1 0 NCAIJ), AL T COSA0370 
1070 FORMATII4,3RF2,01 COSR03~0 
NALT=ALT/10,+,1 COSA0390 
NDE I NIIMBER l .= NAL T COS80400 
C ROIITINE TO CHECK CARD SEQUENCE CODE, COSR0410 
IFIN01-N02l 50 0 60 0 50 COSB0420 
50 WRITEIIOIJTPR,!080JN01,N02 COSA0430 
lOBO FORMAT!' SEQIIENCE/COOF NO, ERROR, CHECK 0 oi5,• AND 0 ,15o COSR0440 
+ 0 **FXECUTION TERMINATFD 0 ) COSA0450 
KIK = 1 COSA0460 
GO TO 190 CnSA04 70 
1>0 CONTINUE COSA04RO 
C OUTPIIT OF SEVERITIES AND TOTALS, COSA0490 
WRITFIIOUTPR,l090) COSA0500 
1090 FORMAT I/ 0 ROADWAY CAliSE TACC NFAT NIN.I NPRO' J COSR0510 
TOTl=O COSA0520 
TOT2=0 COSR05~0 
TOT3=0 COSB0540 
TOT4=0 COSA0550 
00 RO I=loNCAU COSR05AO 
WRITEIIOUTPR,llOOl I,ISEVII,JloJ=l;4) COSA0570 
1100 FORMAT 11Xoi7,Fl2.0,3F6,0l COSB05RO 
70 CONTINIJE COSA0590 
TOTl=TOTl+ SEVIIoll COSA0600 
I 
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TOT2=TOT2+ SEV(I,21 
TOT3=TOT3+ SEV(!,31 
TOT4=TOT4+ SEV(I,41 
RO CONTINUE 
WR!TE(!OUTPR,lllOI TOT!,TOT2,TOT3,TOT4 
1110 FORMAT!' TOTALS•,Ft2.0,3Fh,OI 
C !NPIJT NFXT SET OF NALT CARDS, ONF FOR FACH AL TERNATIVF 
NJ=~+'ICAtl 
00 110 l=l,NALT 
READCINN,ll?OI N03,(CSFF(I,.II, J=l,NJ) 
11~0 FORMAT(I4,F7.0,F2.0,FS.O,BF3.21 
IF(N03-NOll90,!00,90 
90 WR!TF(!OUTPR,tOBOl NO!, N03 
K!K = 1 
GO TO 190 
100 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT OF ALTFRNAT!VE INFORMATION. 
WR!TF ( !DUTPR,ll30 I ( !, != l,NCAtll 
1130 FORMAT(/' ALTERNATIVE COST LIFE MAIN COST EFFECT ON ••• •, 
+Rl'il 
C NUMBER COUNT CHECK OF SFVFR!T!ES. 
00 120 l=l,NALT 
WR!TE!!OtJTPR,ll40) lo!CSEFC!,,I),J=l,NJl 
1140 FO~MAT(!7,Fl3.2,FA.O,F9.2,F24.2o7FS.21 
120 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTATION OF 8(!), THE !TH ALTERNATIVE RENFFIT. 
DO 140 l=l,NALT 
B(!J=O. 
on no J=l,NCAtl 
.JFFT = .J +3 
R(ll = R(!J + !CFAT*SEV(.J,2J+C!N.I*SFV(J,31+CPDO*SEV(J,4ll* 
+ CSFF( !,JEFTJ 
t3o com 1 NUE 
20 
COSA06!0 
COSROh20 
COSR0630 
COSAOI>40 
COSA06'\0 
COSA06AO 
COSA0670 
COSR06RO 
COSR0690 
COSR0700 
COSR0710 
COSR07Zn 
COSR0730 
COSR0740 
COSR07'in 
COSH 0.7 An 
COSR0770 
COSR07RO 
COSR0790 
COSBOAOO 
COSAOA!O 
COSBOA20 
COSROA30 
COSROR40 
COSROA?O 
COSRORM 
COSROA70 
COSAORRO 
COSROA90 
COSA0900 
COSA0910 
COSR0920 
COSR0910 
cnsRn940 
140 CONT!NIJE COSR09'\0 
C CALCULATION OF RENEF!T/COSTS ANO OUTPUT. COSR0960 
WR!TF ( !OtJTPR,llSOJ COSR0970 
11'\0 FORMAT(///SX, 1 BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS'//' ALTERNATIVE COST COSR09RO 
+ RFNFF!T BENEFIT/COST'! COSR0990 
no 150 !=1 0 NALT COSRIOOO 
A ( I J =A ( I J •C S E F l l , 2 J IT I ME C 0 SRI 0 I 0 
ANCS = B!ll/CSEF(!,1l COSRIOZO 
WR !TF ( I OUT PR, 11 60 l l , C SF F ( I , 1 l , R ( l l , RNC S C n S R 1 0 3 0 
1160 FORMAT(I7,Fl4.,,Fl4.2,Fl8.4l COSR\040 
150 CONTINUE COSR\050 
WRITE(IOUTPR,ll70l COSAIOAO 
1170 FORM~T( /// 1 AENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS, MAINTENANCF INCLtiOED'Il COSR\070 
WRITF(!OtJTPR,llAOI COSRIORO 
!lAO FORMAT!' ALTERNATIVE MAINTENANCE TOTAL COST RENEFIT/COCOSR1090 
+ST 1 l COSR\100 
DO 160 l=l,NALT COSK1110 
XMA!N=CSFF!l,21*CSEF(I,3l COSRJl?O 
RNCM = 8(!1/!CSEFC!,ll+XMI!NJ COSAll>O 
TMCST=CSEF(I,!J+XMAIN COSR\140 
WR!TF!IOUTPR,ll90) !,XMA!N,TMCST,R•CM CDSRI\50 
1190 FORMAT(!7,F23,2,Fl4.2,Fl6.4) COSRI!AO 
160 CONTI NtiE COSR 1170 
WR!TE!IOIJTPR,l200) COSRIIRO 
!ZOO FORMAT( Ill' BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS, MAINTENANCE !NCLtlDEO •••PRFCOSA1190 
+SENT WORTH METHOO***'Il COSR1200 
WRITE! !OUTPR,tnOl COSAPlO 
1?10 FORMAT(' ALTERNATIVE MAINTENANCE TOTAL COST BENEFIT COSRIZ?O 
+ BFNFFIT/COST 1 J COSA12'l0 
no 170 l=1,NILT CnSA\?40 
L!FF : CSEF( !,2) COSAI2'\0 
X= !l.+RATE!Nl**LlFF COSAI?AO 
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PWF c !X-1,)/!RATEIN*XI COSR!270 
Y = t1.+RATEGRI/!1.+RATfiNI COSRI2A0 
PWEXGR = !Y**ILIFE+1)-1.1/!Y-1.1- 1 COSR1290 
PWC!NUMBER,ll = 0 COSR1300 
PWB!IIIUMBER.ll = 0 COSR1310 
PWMAIII/ = PWF*CSEFI1,31 CDSR1320 
PWC!NUMBER,I+ll = CSEFII ,1 I + PWMAI~' COSA!330 
C ROimn PRESENT WORTH COSTS Tn NEAREST INCREMENT COSAI340 
IPWC = PWCINUMAER,I+11/XINC + ,5 COSRI350 
PWC(NUMBER,I+11 = IPWC*XH'C COSRI31>0 
PWB(NIIMBER, 1+11 = PWEXGR*R!I 1/LIFE COSR1370 
PWBC = PWR(NUMRER,I+11/PWCINUMRER,I+11 COSA13RO 
WRITF!IOUTPR,12201 I,PWMAIN,PWC!NUMAER,I+1),PWB(NIJMAER,I+1),PWBC COSA1390 
1220 FORMAT!I7,F23,2,F14.Z,F11.2,5X,F11.ZI COSRI400 
170 COIIITINIJE CnSR!410 
NUMRER = NUMAER + 1 COSRI420 
GO TO 10 COSA1430 
180 CONTINUE COSAI440 
11/IJMRER = NUMBER - 1 COSR1450 
IF(NI~AER,EO.NSTGI GO TO 190 COSBI41>0 
WRITF!IOUTPR,I230) COSA1470 
1230 FORMAT(Il',40( 1 *'), 1 WARNING 1 ,401 1 *1)//) COSR14An 
WRIHIIflUTPR,J240) NIJMRER,NSTc; COSA1490 
1240 FORMAT I' ',•NUMBER OF LOCATIONS REAO = • ,13/' ',•NUMBER OF LOCATifJCOSAl<;no 
+NS FXPFCTED = ',131 COSA15l0 
190 CONTINUE COSA1520 
RETIIRN COSAI5~0 
ENO COSR1540 
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SUBROUTINE DYNAM 
SIJBROUT!NE OYNAMIC,B,LOC,XLOC,NOE,NSTG,X!NC,K1,K2,N!NP,NLOC, DYNAOOIO 
+ ORET,NOO,[OlJTPR) 0YNA0020 
C THIS SIIRROUTINE IJSES "DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING" TO FIND THE OPTIMAL DYNA0030 
C SOLUTION SET ALTERNATJVFS IDNF AT FACH LOCATION) GIVEN COSTS, DYNA0040 
C BENEFITS AND A RANGE OF BtJOGFTS. THE ALGOR !THtJM IS RASED ON WORK BYOYNA0050 
C RICHARD BELLMAN !DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING,!957) OYNAOO~n 
DIMENSION ORETINLOC,NINPI,NOOINLOC,NINP),NDEINLOCI, OYNA0070 
+ CINLOC,l!),RINLOC,11),Rilli,XLOCINLOC,51,LOCINLOCI OYNAOOon 
IST•O 0YNA0090 
VRET•D,O OYNAO!OO 
WR!TF(!OUTPR,ll30) OYNAOI!O 
WRITEI!OtlTPR,IOOOI OYNAOI?O 
1000 FOR~ATI' •,401'*' ),•PARAMETER VALtJES' 0 401'*' )///1) DYNAOI"lO 
WR[TFIIOUTPR,l010) OYNAOI40 
1010 FORMAT{' t,,?7X,lA( 1 - 1 ),'01JTPtJT 1 ,1AI 1 - 1 )) nyr-.tAOli)O 
WRITFIIOUTP~,I0201 NSTG,XINC,K!,K? DYNAOIAO 
1020 FORMATI5X,'LDCATIONS---INCREMFNT---LOWER LTMIT---!NCRFMENTS PFR STOYNAOI70 
+EP•,/,3X 1 19,3X,Fl2.2,I9,10X 1 19 1 //, 1 -----LOCATION---ALTFRNATIVES 1 ) OYNAOlPO 
nn 10 I•!,NSTG DYNAn!gn 
WRITFIIOUTPR,!030) LOCIII,N11EIII OYNOO?On 
1030 FORMAT(7X,I5,IIO) OYNAO?!O 
10 CONTINUE OYNI0220 
WR!TF(IOtJTPR,I040) 0YNA0230 
1040 FORMAT( 1 1 1 ,301 '*') , 1 LOCATIO~IS,Al TFRJ\IATIVES,COSTS Af\1D BENEFITS•, nYNA0?40 
+ 30('*')////) nYMA02110 
WRITEIIOtlTPR,I050) DYNA0260 
1050 FORMAT (IH ,•--LOCATION---LOCATION NAME--------ALT-NIIM--------COSTOYNA0270 
+-----RETURN-----RIC RATIO') OYNA02RO 
C FINO THF OPTIMAL ALTERNATIVE AT THE l-TH LOCATION WITH J INCREMENTS OYNA0290 
C AVA!LARLF OYNI0300 
c 
c 
c 
c 
110 140 l=l,NST~ nYNA03lO 
t-.IDEC=NDE( I )+1 nYf',l/1.0320 
Ril)•O, 0YNA0330 
nn 20 IC•2,NOEC OYNA0340 
20 RCICI • RCI.ICI 0YNA03<;0 
00 ~0 IC•2,NDEC OYN103AO 
IC~l • IC-1 0YNA0370 
RCRAT • RC!CI/CII.JC) 0YNA03RO 
WRITFIIOUTPR,!060) LOCCII,(XLOC(l,JI,J•l,5),1CM!,C(I,ICI,R!IC), 0YNA0390 
+ RCRAT OYNA0400 
1060 FORMAT(I9,5X,5A4,16,3X,Fll.O,Fll.0,4X,Fl0.2) nYNA0410 
30 CONT l"'llJE 0Yf\IA04?0 
1070 FORMIT(8F!O.O) 0YNI0430 
00 130 J=l,NINP OYN/1.0440 
JNCRFM~NT ALJDGET 
XIN•I.I-l)*XINC 
OIIM•-lnnooonoonnoo. 
NOFC•NOF( I 1+1 
OETERMINF THF REST ALTERNATIVE--NOO(I,JI--AT 1-TH LOCATION GIVEN 
J-1 INCREMFNTS TO SPENO ON LOCATION 1 THRIJ LOCATION I-----YIELDING 
A RETURN OF--ORETC!,JI--
00 120 K•l,NDEC 
CALL XOIJT( I,IST,XJN,K,KICK,XINC,C,NLOCI 
1F(K!CK)50,~0 9 40 
40 r;o m 120 
')0 CDNTIM\JE 
IF! 1-1 160,AO, 70 
AO TEST•R(K) 
GO TO RO 
70 TEST•R!K)+ORETCI-l,IST) 
11Yt>.!A04'50 
OYN.ll04A0 
11Y,.,Ill.(l4 70 
0YNA04Rn 
0YNA0490 
OYNAO<;nn 
DYMAO"i]O 
OYNA0520 
OYNA0'530 
OYNA0540 
llYNIO<;<;O 
f)YNt..0'5A0 
rw r·u .. n ~i7 n 
OYNli05RO 
nYf\IA()'1gn 
OVNAOAOO 
,, 
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GO TO AO 
AD IF( (0\JM-TESTl )90,100,100 
90 OIJM•TEST 
ORET (I, J l •DUM 
NOll( I ,.J l =K 
100 GO TO 110 
110 CONTINUE 
PO CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
IPAGF • 0 
C WRITE .AIN BUDGET OUTPUT HFADING 
WRITF(IOUTPR,I080) 
lOAO FORMAT( 1 1' 1 90C'* 1 )/ 1 1 ,371 1 * 1 ) 1 ' FHJDGET OliTPlJT 1 ,37('* 1 }/ 1 '• 
+ 90( '*', /////) 
00 160 M•K1,NINP,K2 
J=M 
XIN•(J-1l*XINC 
IPAGF • !PAGE+ 1 
IF( IPAGE.NE.ll WRITE! IOUTPR,1130l 
C WRITF INDIVIDUAL BUDGET OUTPIJT HEADING 
WRITE( IOUTPR,l090) 
1090 FORMAT(' '• 15X, 0 AUDGET LOCATION • 0 ,4X,'LOCATION NAME 
+ 1 ,4X,•ALT-NUM 1 ,5X, 1 COST 1 ,6X,•RETURN•,4X, 1 ACCIJM R.ETIJRN 1 } 
WRITF(IOUTPR,1100) XIN 
1100 FORMAT( 0 0° ,6X,F15.2) 
TOTCST = 0 
TOTRTN • 0 
no 1~0 L•l,NSTG 
'!•NSTG+1-L 
K•NOO( J,J) 
KK•NOO( !,J)-1 
TOTCST • TOTCST + C (I ,K l 
TOTRTN • TOTRTN + A(J,Kl 
C WR!TF 1-TH LOCATION INFORMATION---TOTAL BUOGFT OF M !NCRFMENTS 
WR!TEI!DUTPR,1110) LDC!!),(XLOC(I,JJJ,JJ•1,5),KK,C(!,Kl, 
+ R(!,KJ,nRET(!,Jl 
1110 FORMAT( t ' 1 24X,I4 1 9X 1 5A4 1 ~X 1 14,2Fl2.0 1 4X 1 Fl2.0) 
CALL XnUT(J,IST,X!N,K,K!CK,XINC,C,NLOC) 
J•IST 
X IN • X IN-C ( I , K l 
1~0 CONTINUE 
C WRITE TOTALS 
WR!TF!!rnJTPR,1120) TOTCST,TOTRTN,ORET(NSTG,Ml 
1120 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,29( '*' ),• TOTALS 1 ,29( '*' ),2Fl?..0,4X 1 F17..0) 
160 CONT!'IIIE 
170 WR!H(!JllJTPR.l130) 
1130 FORMAT('!') 
lAO CONT!NtJE 
RETURN 
ENn 
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0YNA06)0 
0YNA0620 
J)YNA0630 
J)YNA0640 
0YNA06~0 
0YNA0660 
0YNA0670 
OYNA06AO 
0YNA0690 
J)Y,IA0700 
0YNA07!0 
OYNA0720 
0YNA0730 
DYNA0740 
0Vt-.!.A07'50 
0YNA07AO 
0YNA0770 
OYNA07AO 
OYNAOHO 
OYNAOROO 
OYNAOAIO 
OYNAOA20 
JlYNA0830 
OYNA OA40 
JlYNAOA<;O 
OYNAORAO 
OYNAOR70 
J)YNAOARO 
OVMAORqn 
OY,IA0900 
0YNA0910 
nY,IA0920 
J)YNA0930 
OYNA0940 
OVNA09<;0 
0YNA0960 
J)Y'IA0970 
OVNA09AO 
OVNA0990 
flVNA 1000 
OVNAIOlO 
DVNAI020 
flYNA1030 
nYNAl040 
0YNAI050 
nvr.1A 1 nAn 
OYNA I 070 
flYNA)ORO 
0YNA]090 
OYNAIIOO 
OVNA!Ilfl 
I, 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
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SUBROUTINE XOUT 
SliBROtJT INE XOUT II,IST ,XIN,K,KICK ,X lh•C,C,NLOC) 
THIS SIIBROUTINE CALCIILATES THF ntiTPIJT STATF NUMRER 
RESULTING FROM THE INPUT XIN AND SAFETY MEASIIRf K. IT 
ALSO DETERMINES THE COST OF A PARTICIILAR SAFFTY MFAStJRf 
CORRESPONDING TO STAGE I. 
DIMENSION CINLOC,ll) 
Ot!T=XIN-CI I,K) 
IFIOIIT) 10,20,20 
10 KICK=! 
1ST = 1 
GO TO 30 
20 KICK=O 
IST=IOliT/XINC) + 1,5 
30 RETIIRN 
ENn 
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XOIITOOIO 
XOI!TOO?O 
XOIIT0030 
XOIIT00401 
XntiTOO<;O 
XOIITOOAO 
XOIIT0070 
XOIITOOAO 
XOIIT0090 
XOIITOIOO 
XOIITOllO 
XOIITOPO· 
XOIITOI30 
XOIITOI40 
XOIITOI<;O 
XOIITO I hO 
XOIITOI70 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX B 
VARIABLE UST 
I. 
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VARIABLE UST 
The following is a description of the variables used in the main program and in subroutines COSBEN, 
DYNAM, and XOUT. Variables preceded by • are part of the input data. 
VARIABLE UST FOR MAIN 
INN Device number for local card reader (specify in MAIN) 
IOUTPR Device number for local printer (specify in MAIN) 
*TITL(K) Title of run 
*XLOC(N ,K) Alphanumeric array containing location name for N·th location. 
*LOC(N,K) Integer array containing reference number for N-th location. 
*NDE(N) Integer array containing number of alternatives at N-th location. 
NLOC Maximum number of locations to be considered. 
*NSTG Number of locations 
*XINC Increment size 
*XINP Number of increments into which budget is divided 
•KJ Starting budget for printout (in number of increments + I) 
*K2 Budget printout intervals (in number of increments) 
C(N,I) Cost of 1-th alternative at N·th location 
B(N,I) Benefit of l·th alternative at N·th location 
,, 
>I 
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KIK Kickout variable - value of I terminates program 
VARIABLE UST FOR COSBEN 
The following variables are stored and kept throughout the entire program execution: 
NUMBER Number of locations 
XLOC(N ,K) See variable list for MAIN 
INN See variable list for MAIN 
IOUTPR See variable list for MAIN 
KIK See variable list for MAIN 
LOC(N ,K) See variable list for MAIN 
NDE(N) See variable list for MAIN 
•RATEIN Present interest rate (decimal) 
•RATEGR Present traffic volume growth rate (decimal) 
PWC(N,I) Present worth cost (including exponential growth factor) for 1-th alternative at N-th location 
PWB(N,I) Present worth benefit (including exponential growth factor) for l·th alternative at N-th 
The following variables pertain to each location and the values are destroyed after cost-benefit 
calculations are made: 
*SEV(J,I) Real array containing the following accident history for the 1-th alternative: 
I, 
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SEV(I ,1) - Total number of accidents 
SEV(2,1) - Number of fatal accidents 
SEV(3,1) - Number of nonfatal injury accidents 
SEV( 4,1) - Number of property damage only accidents 
°CSEF(J,I) Real array containing the following cost and effect data for 1-th alternative: 
CSEF( 1,1) - Initial cost 
CSEF(2,1) --- Life (years) 
CSEF(3,1) -- Maintenance cost per year 
CSEF(J,I) - Effect (percent reduction) on cause (J - 3); J = 4, 5, -
B(l) Real array containing total benefit for the 1-th alternative (calculated neglecting economic 
and volume growth factors.) 
XMAIN 
BNCS 
BNCM 
FWBC 
*ALT 
NALT 
*NCAU 
*TIME 
Total maintenance cost for the 1-th alternative (calculated neglecting economic and volume 
growth factors) 
Benefit-cost ratio for the 1-th alternative (calculated neglecting economic and volume 
growth factors) excluding maintenance. 
Benefit-cost ratio for the 1-th alternative (calculated neglecting economic and volume 
growth factors) including maintenance. 
Benefit-cost ratio for the 1-th alternative (calculated neglecting economic and volume 
growth factors) including maintenance and using an exponential growth rate factor and 
the present worth method of calculating costs and benefits 
Number of alternatives 
Number of alternatives 
Number of accident causes 
Time period of accident history (years) 
,, 
,, 
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0NMO Month of investigation 
Year of investigation 
*UFE Life (years) 
VARIABLE UST FOR DYNAM 
The following variables are described in the variable list for MAIN. All are passed as arguments 
into DYNAM: 
•c 
*B 
*LOC 
*XLOC 
*NDE 
*NSTG 
*XINC 
*Kl 
*K2 
*NINP 
*NLOC 
The following variables are used for calculations at the I·th stage: 
I 
K 
1ST 
NDEC 
Stage of investigation 
Alternative at Location I being considered 
Number of increments that would remain if K-th alternative, Location I, were chosen 
at Stage I 
Number of alternatives + I (Location I) 
., 
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R(K) 
BCRAT 
XIN 
NOD( I)) 
ORET(I,J) 
TEST 
DUM 
KICK 
TOT CST 
TOTRTN 
Return from K-th alternative (Location I) 
Benefit-cost ratio for K-th alternative (Location I) 
Variable budget -((J - I) increments) 
Integer array containing best alternative from 1-th Location given (J - I) increments to 
spend at 1-th stage 
Real array containing optimum return for spending (J - I) increments at 1-th stage 
Return at 1-th stage from K-th alternative plus optimum return for remaining budget at 
(I - I )-th stage 
Maximum value of TEST 
Integer containing "0" if there is insufficient budget left to do K-th alternative (Location 
I) 
Total cost of chosen improvements 
Total return from chosen improvements 
VARIABLE UST FOR XOUT 
The following variables are described in DYNAM. All are passed as arguments into XOUT: 
I 
1ST 
XIN 
K 
KICK 
0 XINC 
•c 
0 NINP 
OUT Budget that would remain if K-th alternative, Location I, were chosen at Stage I 
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APPENDIX C 
PROGRAM FLOW CHART 
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I .. 
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I REiD FIIOII DEY I 
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I 1020 I 
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r· 
" I· 
" " I 
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j, (C 0 D0LOC,lLOC, 
10 IID!,HSTG,UMC, 
11 K1 0 K2,HHP, 
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l-~--..:~~~ 
I 
" 10 • ! HOT£ n 
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" 
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I COSBtll / 
02.10-><1 
THIS SO~ROO'l'JNE 
CALC!IUTF.S PRESEN'I 
Mo~·In COSTS J.Nll 
OP.~U'I:I'S 
ASSOCHTED WITH EACH 
Uhk~ATIY:t: AT EACH 
LOCATIO~ 
" 
I R<:Aii FRO/! Df.V I 
I INH I 
/ VIA FOR"lT / 
1 1000 1 
( INTO TH~ LIST I 
MOTE 02 ... 
LISt ~ CFAT, 
CIHJ, CPOO, 
RAttlM, gATEGR .......... 
suuounrn: OOSBEN 
....---------->• 
I I 
I • "' I 
I 
'" I ~RITE TO DEY / I I I '" ·' -----..,.,=-''" 1n 1 ron n I IOUTP~ I 
/ ¥U FOR~AT I 
1 1010 I 
I FkfJ~ THE Lts1- I 
I 
I 
I ~OTr Qij . 
LIST ~ CUT, 
ClNJ, CPOO, 
_/~1:1:, 0 rl!T!r.~ 
I 
I 
I 
Tl!f U\OVF PEADS AND 
I'P.lNTS THE BASIC 
PAHA~&Tt:RS CONSTANT 
ron Tat: 
F.~'!'I~£ I'R0f.RA~ 
I 
I 
I o; 
I MU~BE~ ~ 1 
I 
I xu ., o 
~----' 
I 
I 
I 
!IELO~ lS THE I~PUT 
~~JCH IS tlECl!T£0 FOR 
UCH ACCIDENT 
LOCATION, 
I 
07,1~->1 
10 1 Ill> 
I READ FRO~ DEY I 
I r~N I 
I VU FONUT I 
/ 1020 I 
/ INTO TUE LIST / 
NOT~ 07 ..... 
us:r 1101, 
(XLOC {MO"BER, I), 
I • 1 0 5), Till!, 
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" ~---~
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CONTINUE ... . . 
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' _ _c." __ .l 
I 
u.U->1 
I 
I IIRlT!! TO 
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I 1060 
" 
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INPUT CODING INSTRUCOONS 
The following is a description of the input required to use the program presented in APPENDIX 
A. It should be pointed out that the input and output device numbers, INN and IOUTPR, respectively, 
must be defmed in MAIN. Also in MAIN, the following dimensions must be specified: the dimension 
of NDE and LOC must be the same as the frrst dimension of XLOC, C, B, ORET and NOD; all of 
these dimensions are equal to NLOC. The second dimension of ORET and NOD must be equal to NINP. 
The variables NLOC and NINP correspond to the maximum number of locations and budget increments, 
respectively, and must be defmed in MAIN. Any capitalized term refers to the variable exactly as found 
in the program. All integer quantities must be right-adjusted. Real numbers should be punched with 
a decimal or right-adjusted. 
CARD I (Type A)Title Card 
I. Title of run: TITL 
In Columns 1-80 place any alphanumeric symbols desired 
CARD 2 (Type B) Printout Card 
I. Number of locations: NSTG 
In Columns 1-4 place the number of locations actually being considered (integer number) 
II. Size of increment: XINC 
In Columns 5-10 place the size of the increments into which the budget is divided (real number) 
III. Starting budget increment: Kl 
In Columns 11·14 place the number of increments (+ I) corresponding to the first budget 
desired printed out (integer number) 
IV. Budget increments: K2 
In Columns 15-18 place the number of increments between suo~essive budgets desired printed 
out (integer number) 
CARD 3 (Type C) Accident Cost Card 
I. Cost of fatality accident: CFAT 
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In Columns 1-10 place the average cost of a fatal accident (real number) 
II. Cost of nonfatal injury accident: CINJ 
44 
In Columns ll-20 place the average cost of a nonfatal injury accident (real number) 
III. Cost of property damage only accident: CPDO 
In Colunms 21-30 place the average cost of a property damage only accident (real number) 
N. Interest rate: RATEIN 
In Columns 31-40 place the present available interest rate (real number) 
V. Exponential growth rate: RATEGR 
In Columns 41-50 place the expected traffic volume growth rate (real number) 
Note: Card types D, E, and F are repeated for each location. 
CARD 4 (Type D)Location Card 
I. Location reference number: LOC 
In Columns 1-4 place location reference number (integer number) 
II. Location name: XLOC 
In Columns 5-68 place the alphanumeric name associated with the location 
III. Leave Columns 69-71 blank 
IV. Time period of accident history 
In Columns 72-75 place the time period (in years) of the accident history (real number) 
V. Present date 
In Columns 76-77 place month (integer number) 
In Columns 78-79 place two last digits of year (integer number) 
VI. Number of causes: NCAU 
In Column 80 place the number of accident causes (integer number) 
CARD 5 (Type E) Severity Card 
I. Location reference number: XLOC 
In Columns 1-4 place location reference number (integer number) This should be the same 
as on Card 4) 
. I 
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II. Severities for CAUSE I (real number, right-adjusted) 
In Columns 5·6 place number of accidents attributed to CAUSE I 
In Columns 7-8 place number of fatal accidents attributed to CAUSE I 
In Columns 9·10 place number of nonfatal injury accidents attributed to CAUSE 
In Columns 11-12 place number of property damage only accidents attributed to CAUSE 
III. Repeat II for CAUSE 2, CAUSE 3, etc., continuing on same card; use integer fields of two, 
i.e., Columns 13·14, Columns 15·16, etc. 
Note: Maximum of eight causes 
IV. Number of alternates: ALTR 
In Columns immediately following last CAUSE place the number of alternatives (Real number, 
right-adjusted in an integer field of two) 
Note: Maximum of ten alternatives. 
CARD 6 (Type F) Alternative Description Card 
I. Location reference number: LOC 
In Columns 14 place location reference number (nteger number); 
his number should be the same as on Cards 4 and 5 
II. Cost 
In Columns 5-11 place initial cost of alternative (real number) 
III. Life 
In Columns 12-13 place estimated life (in years) of alternative (integer number) 
IV. Maintenance cost 
In Columns 14-18 place estimated maintenance cost per year of alternative (real number) 
V. Effect on CAUSE I 
In Columns 19·21 place the fractional reduction of CAUSE I by implementation of alternative 
(real number) 
VI. Repeat V for CAUSE I, CAUSE 2, etc. continuing on the same card using Columns 22·24, 
Columns 25·27, etc. 
Repeat Card type F for each alternative at given location. Last card of datadeck MUST be blank. 
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SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT 
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I 
I 
SAMPLE OF INPUT DATA 
II 21 31 41 
TEST I RUN l ~YNAMIC PRPGRAMM lNG ""'·' f " <0 450oo. noo. l4oo. IO.IO 10.04 
163-25 10.9 
l 4 l 21 
l 10 10 100.· 
REPEAT CARD TYPES D, E, AND F FOR EACH LOCATION 
LAST CARD IS BLANK 
51 161 71 
!.0 
EDI COLUMN NO. 
I h91 
CARD TYPE A 
CARD TYPE B 
CARD TYPE C 
CARD TYPE D} LOCATION 
CARD TYPE E NO. I 
CARD TYPE F 
f 
i 
i!:: 
"' ~ 
~ 
f 
~ 
.... ..... 
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SAMPLE OF OUTPUT 
TF ST o<UN 1 DYNAMIC PR!IGRAMMING 
NEG UTILITY fAT~LJTY= 45000. INJURY~ 2100. PRP OM= 400, 
INTERt~T RATF = 0.100 
RH NQ 
1 
EXPUNtNTIAL bROWTH RATe = c.o~o 
COST-BENEFIT OUTPUT FOR LOCATION I 
(see Table 2 for summary of all 61 locations) 
ACCIDENT HISl~~y 1,0( YtAMS, MGNTH l,VEAR 69, 1 CAUSE. 
~OAOWAY CAU~f TACt NFAT Nir.J NPkO 
I 4. I • ;>. ' <• 
TOTALS 4, l. ., ~· 2· 
AL lERNA Tin CCSl Ll FE MAIN (.O~T t.fft:Cl flN ••• 1 
l lC.00,LO 10. 100.00 (io02 
B~r.fFIT/tUSI ANILY~J~ 
ALTERNA11V" CLST 
1 1 OCHJ , flO 
!;LNlF!l 
1024<..--·0 
HNlF IT /CCST 
10.24t0 
BlNH·Il/COST ANAL YS1S, 1'\~lNllt>AI<C.f. JNCllJL'E!:' 
Al TlRNA T I Vt 
1 
MAl ~H ~N47JCt 
lOGU.GO 
TClAL C.US1 
;!(;Gll.l-0 
H NEF IT /COST 
5.1200 
bt:N£Fll/C0~1 ANALY~I::>, r.~II<HNANtt IrJtLUlJffJ ***Pf<fSfNT WURTH MFTHLO*** 
AlllkNAT1Vt 
1 
MAJNlL<M-ICt 
f-]4.~5 
TOTAl COST 
15(1(,00 
l £NEFIT 
7•-•l'i.64 
LU\EF 11/CO ~ T 
:..uA 
******************••********PARAM~T~R VALUfS*********************~****** 
--------------PUTPUT-----------------
lLCATION::.---!NCRfl~tNT-LDWFR Lll~lT--lN(.HM~NTS PER STEP 
cl 2~c.oo 41 40 
I 
I 
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ALTERNATIVES SELECI'ED 
FOR SSO,OOO BUOOET 
&UDGI:.l LOU.TlON LDC.ATION NAI'H ALl-NUM tOST RETURN ACCUM RETtJr..N 
~oooo.oo 
bl t.3-2~-to.o 0 o. o. 868692 .. 
bO 22-bO-Zti.Z 0 o. o. 8b8692. ,. ~0-60-lb.4 2 ~co .. 3338. 868692. 
•• 82-31W-1 .. 2 1 500. 19H. 865354. 
57 51-41-20.(' 1 soo. 10792. 863433. .. 8~-31W-2.2 0 o. o. 852640. 
5S 102-2~-11.9 1 sao. 3934. 852640 .. .. 63-25-10.4 7 2250. l'i645. 848707. 
53 47-31 .. -23.-=' 0 o. o. 829062. 
" 70-llSb0-11 .. 3 5 175G. 8021. 829062
. 
51 79-Ml-12.5 1 1000. 26532 .. 821040. 
so 7'1-t.4l-12.5 3 1000. 17152 .. 794"i08 .. 
•• 10-6(,-~.2 3 75(1. 5860. 777356. 
~· 
30-60-15.0 0 o. o. 771496. 
47 t:I2-31W-l.O 0 o. o. 771496. 
4b t12-ll56U-12.7 0 o. o. 71149b. 
4> ez-usoo-12.1 1 750. 9097. 7714'16. 
44 70-60-11.4 c o. o. 762399 .. 
43 51-t>0-2(1.3 1 75(1. 86411. 762399. 
~. 7'~-641-13.0 0 o. o. b75'i'88. 
41 10-60-A.3 0 o. o. 675988. 
40 8;--ou-12.3 1 500. 11078. o7s9ee. 
39 120-b0-12 .. 6 1 ~oc. 9008. 664910 .. ,. B.~t-t>R-18.~· I lOOU,. 344EI6. 6'55902. 
37 82-31W-1.1 1 ~oc. 17168. 621416 .. ,. 051-41-20 .. 0 1 soc. 4t>99. 604248 .. 
" 51-41-20.0 0 "· o. 5'>'9549. .. 41-175-155.6 1 4000. 152094. 599549. 
" o::.-;:5-10.9 0 o. o. 4
47455 .. 
3~' 5 t>-1t.)KTP-130 .1 1 1500. 11711. 447455. 
~1 72-641-8.~ 3 2000. 56100. 435743. 
30 54-tlA-12 .2 3 75L. &513. 379644 .. 
.2'1 o3-2s-tc.e 0 o. o. 371131. ,. 73-.62-16.9 3 300(1. 12286. 371131. 
27 73-45-o.s 0 o. o. 358646. ,. 73-62-17.8 0 u. o. 358fl46. 
25 41-22-11.3 • too c. 11530. 358846. 
>4 H.~t-::.H~-H.l 0 o. c. 347316. 
l3 30-54-12.0 I 750. 4290. 347316. 
n 41-31~-26.CJ 1 2250. 24654. 343026. 
21 37-1&:.7-f!. •t c o. o. 318372. 
>O 10trb-3.2 0 o. o. 318372. 
" oJ-25-10 .• 0 0 o. 
o. 318372. 
" 114-31W-l6.2 3 750. 
4071 .. 318372 .. 
17 2"-68-9.1 0 o. o. 314301. 
1b 54-'toU-12 .4 3 750. 16040. 314301. 
15 7..--Mt-IS.~ 1 750. 3548. 296261. 
14 3C,.-11l-63.1 1 4500. 2602Y. 292713. 
13 30-bU-4.1 0 o. o. 266b8-4. 
12 72-t-41-8 .. 5 1 150. 40588. 266684. 
11 30-bU-15.2 3 5000 .. 31866. 226095. 
10 lU2-25-54 0 o. o. 194229. 
• }('£-25-9 .2 0 o. o. 194229. • 2U-51-1.1 0 o. o. 194229. 7 4b-421-l4."t 0 c. o. 194229 .. 
b 73-45-7.2 3 750. b12b. 194229 .. 
' 73-45-6.5 0 o. o. 181504. • 54-4U-12.C 1 500 .. 9792 .. 187504. 
3 30-6G-15.2 1 2000 .. 11385 .. 177712 .. 
2 ~0-bCt-15 .. 1 l 4250 .. 158707. 166327 .. 
1 63-ZS to .. q 1 1500 .. 7620. 7b20 .. 
•••••••••••••••• TOTALS • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• soooo .. e68692. 868692. 
